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C4ST Riding Representative 

 

 

Citizens 4 Safe Technology is a not-for-profit, volunteer-based coalition of parents, citizens 

and experts whose mission is to educate and inform Canadians and their policy makers 

about the dangers of exposure to unsafe levels of wireless radiation from technology, and 

to work with all levels of government to create healthier communities for children and 

families from coast to coast. 

 

 

Job Description  

 

The C4ST Riding Representative volunteer plays an important strategic role that is key to 

the success of our mission. We aim for a representative in all 308 ridings across Canada.  

 

 

Role and Responsibility 

  
1. Review the website and background information and confirm that you are prepared to 

adopt the C4ST Code of Conduct. 

2. Establish a relationship and be the liaison for C4ST with your riding Member of 

Parliament. Request that you meet in person, introduce the issue and our organization. 

We will provide material. Maintain communication, provide feedback, and update the 

Member of Parliament as needed or requested by C4ST Executive.  

3. Introduce the organization to your community if and when cell tower issues arise; if 

there is active smart meter opposition; on the subject of Wi-Fi safety; and when it would 

be useful to share personal safety tips. 

4. Ask the public to sign up on-line as Citizens 4 Safe Technology on the main site, 

encourage participation on any active tower issue.  

5. When a tower situation arises, be the lead between C4ST and the local leader opposing 

the tower, ensuring the profile is filled out and sent to us. 

6. Report to the C4ST Executive, give feedback and dialogue as necessary to strengthen 

and develop the organization.  

 

Job Fit 

 

This role is suited to a person who is concerned about elevating personal and public safety, and 

prepared to volunteer their time and effort to bring about change in their community and across 

Canada.  There is opportunity to meet and work with all kinds of people, to strengthen your 

community and to contribute to a better future for all Canadians.  


